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Motivated by the need to address the issue of specication in the large and the problems
of specifying a full function space we consider extending the theory of parameterised algebraic
specications to the higher{order case. We develop the notion of a higher{order abstract
parameterised data type and a parameterised higher{order equational specication. Due to
the nature of the higher{order initial model we cannot extend the results for the rst{order
free functor semantics to the higher{order case and thus we present a concrete construction
of a functor which we take to be the semantics of a parameterised higher{order equational
specication. We demonstrate the theory we develop by considering a detailed specication
case study of a second{order abstract parameterised data type for convolution.
In recent years there has been increasing interest in higher{order algebraic methods. Research
has centred around developing and investigating the fundamental theory of higher{order algebra
(see for example the papers Moller [1987], Moller et al [1988], Meinke [1992, 1995] and Kosiuczenko
and Meinke [1995]) and applying the methods to small benchmark case studies (see for example
Meinke and Steggles [1994, 1996] and Steggles [1995]). This work has shown that higher{order
algebra provides a natural and expressive formal framework in which to model and reason about
computing systems. However, in order for higher{order algebra to be accepted as a practical
formal method further research is needed into the issues of specication in the large, such as
modular design, specication reuse and machine assistance.
In this paper we begin to address these issues by formulating a theory for
. A parameterised specication is a specication which contains a
distinguished formal parameter part, the structure and semantics of which are left open. Thus a
formal parameter acts as a place holder allowing suitable actual parameters to be substituted into
the specication. Parameterised specications allow generic data types to be specied facilitating
the reuse of specications and provide a simple mechanism for structuring specications. For an
introduction to parameterised (rst{order) specications we suggest Thatcher et al [1978], Ehrig
and Mahr [1985] and Wirsing [1990].
Further motivation for a theory of parameterised higher{order specications is provided by
the problems encountered when trying to specify a full stream space such as [ ]. The simple
approach used in Meinke and Steggles [1994, 1996] is based on the method of diagrams; a stream
constant ^ is included in the signature for each : and the equational diagram of the
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function space is then added to the equational specication. However, this approach results in an
uncountable equational specication and thus excludes the possibility of encoding the specication
onto a machine. One possible way around this problem is to use a parameterised specication
in which the function space is a parameter. This approach is demonstrated in the case study
presented in Section 5.
In this paper we consider extending the rst{order theory of parameterised specications based
on a free functor semantics (see for example Thatcher et al [1978], Ehrig et al [1984] and Ehrig and
Mahr [1985]) to the higher{order case. We begin by generalizing the notion of a (higher{order)
abstract data type to a ( ) (APDT). An APDT is
a 3{tuple consisting of: a tuple of higher{order equational specications, referred to as the
, which species the parameterised part of the abstract data
type; a higher{order equational specication, referred to as the , which extends
the formal parameter specications; and an isomorphism class of functors which dene how to
map actual parameters to target data types. In order to specify APDTs we dene the notion of
a (or simply parameterised specication). A
parameterised higher{order equational specication is a pair consisting of a multiple formal pa-
rameter specication and a target specication which extends the formal parameter specications.
We consider how to construct an APDT to represent the intended semantics of a parameterised
specication. Following the usual rst{order approach (see for example Ehrig and Mahr [1985])
we use the { construction to extend actual parameter algebras to target
algebras. However, unlike in the rst{order case, it turns out that in the higher{order case the
{quotient term algebra is not necessarily a , due to the nature of the higher{
order initial model. Thus it cannot be extended to a which can be used as the basis
of the semantics of a parameterised specication. We overcome this problem by giving a concrete
construction of a functor based on the {quotient term algebra which we argue represents the
intended semantics of a parameterised specication. In particular, we note that this new functor
respects the rst{order free functor semantics. We conclude by considering what it means for a
parameterised specication to specify an APDT.
We demonstrate the theory of parameterised higher{order specications we have developed
by considering a detailed case study of the specication of a second{order APDT for convolution.
We begin by formulating a second{order APDT for convolution in which the set of streams is
parameterised. We then construct a parameterised second{order equational specication which
we prove correctly species the APDT of convolution. This case study demonstrates how param-
eterised higher{order specications can be used to overcome the problem of requiring an innite
number of stream constants to specify a full stream space.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we begin with a brief introduction to higher{
order algebra and by recalling some basic denitions and results of category theory. In Section 3
we introduce the notion of a higher{order abstract parameterised data type (APDT). In Section
4 we dene the syntax and semantics of parameterised higher{order specications and consider
what it means for a parameterised higher{order equational specication to specify a
higher{order APDT. In Section 5 we demonstrate the ideas introduced in the preceding sections
by considering a detailed case study of the specication of a second{order APDT for convolution.
Finally, in Section 6 we discuss the theory of parameterised higher{order equational specications
we have presented.
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2 Preliminaries.
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In this section we briey introduce the theory of higher{order algebra which we take from
Meinke [1992] and present some basic denitions and results of category theory which are required
to formulate the theory of parameterised specications.
We begin by xing our notation for many{sorted rst{order universal algebra which is taken
from Meinke and Tucker [1993].
A  consists of a non{empty set , the elements of which are ,
and an {indexed family  of sets, where denotes the set of all words
over . For the empty word and any sort , each element  is a
of sort ; for each non{empty word = (1) . . . ( ) and any sort , each element
 is a of , and . Thus we can dene
 to be the pair (  ). We usually refer to  as an { .
Let  be an {sorted signature, and let  and  be {sorted signatures. We let  
denote the fact that and   for each and . We denote by  
the pointwise union   =   and
An  is an ordered pair (  ), consisting of an {indexed family =
of and an {indexed family  =  of
sets of constants and algebraic operations which interpret the symbols of the signature . For
each sort ,  =  , where is a that interprets . For each
= (1) . . . ( ) and each sort ,  =  , where : is an
with domain = and codomain which interprets . As usual,
we allow to denote both a  algebra and its {indexed family of carrier sets.
We assume that the reader is familiar with basic universal algebraic constructions and re-
sults, such as: congruence and quotient construction; the construction of an initial model for an
equational class (variety) of  algebras as a quotient of the ground term algebra (); and the
soundness and completeness of many{sorted rst{order equational logic.
The theory of higher{order universal algebra can be developed within the framework of many{
sorted rst{order universal algebra (see Meinke [1992]). We begin by dening notations for higher{
order types.
By a we mean a non-empty set. The (nite) ( )
generated by is the set ( ) = ( ) of formal expressions dened inductively by
( ) =
and
( ) = ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Each is termed a , each ( ) ( ) is termed a and each
( ) ( ) is termed a .
We can assign an ( ) to each type ( ) inductively as follows. For
each basic type dene ( ) = 0. For any types ( ) dene ( ) =
( ) ( ) ( ) = ( ) + 1 ( ) .
A over a type basis is a subset ( ) which is closed
under subtypes in the sense that for any types ( ), if ( ) or ( ) then
both and . We say that is a if, and only if, . A type
structure is said to be an if, and only if, the order of each type
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is strictly less than . We say that is an { if, and only if, there is
no such .
In a  we take a type structure as the sort set and include distin-
guished projection and evaluation function symbols.
Let ( ) be a type structure over a type basis . An -
 is an -sorted signature such that:
(i) for each product type ( ) we have two unary
 and  ;
(ii) for each function type ( ) we have a binary

An -typed signature  is also termed an when is an th{order type
structure and ( ) is said to be an { . When the types and are clear we let
and denote the projection operation symbols and respectively.
In the sequel let be a type structure over a type basis ,  be an -typed signature and let
be an -indexed family of sets of variables. Next we introduce the intended interpretations of
a higher{order signature.
Let be a type structure over a type basis , let  be an -typed signa-
ture and let be an -sorted  algebra. We say that is an -  if, and only if, for
each product type ( ) we have and for each function type ( )
we have [ ] i.e. is a subset of the set of all (total) functions from
to . Furthermore, for each product type ( ) the operations
: :
are the and dened on each = ( ) by
( ) = ( ) = ;
and for each function type ( ) the operation : is the
dened on each and by
( ) = ( )
We let () denote the class of all -typed  algebras. Given any set  ( ) of
 formulas we let ( ) denote the class of all -typed  algebras which are models of .
An -typed  algebra is also termed an  when  is an th{order signature.
When is a basic type structure an -typed  algebra is just an -sorted  algebra. Given any
-typed  algebra and any function type ( ) we may write ( ) as an abbreviation
for ( ) for any and .
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Proof.
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From the viewpoint both of algebra and specication theory we are mainly concerned with
the structure of higher{order algebras up to isomorphism. This structure can be characterised by
a set of rst{order sentences as follows.
The set = of over  is the set of all 
sentences of the form
( ( ) = ( ) ( ) = ( ) = )
for each product type ( ) and variables , and
( ( ( ) = ( )) = )
for each function type ( ) and variables and .
We say that a  algebra is if, and only if, = . We let () denote the
class ( ) of all extensional  algebras and ( ) denote the class ( ),
for any set  ( ).
Clearly, any -typed  algebra is extensional. However, the reverse is not always true, for
example ( ) is an extensional  algebra but not an -typed  algebra. Any extensional 
algebra can be isomorphically collapsed to an -typed  algebra by a construction known as the
(see Meinke [1992]). This gives us the following representation
theorem for extensional algebras.
(Mostowski, Shepherdson) 

See Meinke [1992].
We are interested in specifying higher{order algebras or classes of higher{order algebras by
means of higher{order formulas, i.e. many{sorted rst{order formulas over a higher{order signa-
ture . By a higher{order equation over  and we mean a formula of the form
=
where ( ) , for some type . We let ( ) denote the set of all higher{order
equations over  and . An equation = ( ) is said to be if, and only if,
and have no free variables. Given any  algebra , we have the usual notion of truth for an
equation under an assignment : , and the usual validity relation = on an equation or
set of equations. An over  and is a set of equations ( ).
Let be an equational theory over  and . The ( )
can be shown to be an , i.e. a class of extensional  algebras closed under the
formation of extensional homomorphic images, extensional subalgebras and direct products. In
general ( ) does not admit an initial algebra. However, by a basic result of higher{order
universal algebra (see Meinke [1992]) ( ) admits an algebra ( ) which is initial
in the subclass ( ) of all minimal extensional  algebras which are models of . Thus
( ) is initial in a weaker, but nontrivial sense and unique up to isomorphism. We refer
to ( ) as the and use it as the appropriate higher{order initial
algebra semantics of the pair = ( ) viewed as a higher{order equational specication.
Higher{order initial models can be concretely constructed from syntax using a
. This calculus extends the many{sorted rst{order equational calculus with
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additional inference rules for higher types and contains an innitary inference rule.
extends the rules of rst{order equational logic
(see Meinke and Tucker [1993]) as follows.
(i) For each product type ( ) and any terms ( ) ,
( ) = ( ) ( ) = ( )
=
is a rule.
(ii) For each function type ( ) , any terms ( ) and any variable symbol
not occurring in or ,
( ) = ( )
=
is an (nitary) rule.
(iii) For each function type ( ) and any terms ( ) ,
( ) = ( ) ()
=
is an (innitary) .
We let denote the inference relation between equational theories ( ) and
equations ( ), dened by if, and only if, there exists an (innitary) proof of
from using the inference rules of higher{order equational logic. Clearly, if then = ,
for every minimal extensional , algebra . We note that the nitary higher{order equational
calculus obtained by omitting inference rule (iii) is complete with respect to extensional models
(see Meinke [1992]). Dene the extensional  congruence = on the term
algebra () by
=
for each type and any terms () . Factoring () by the congruence gives a
concrete construction of the higher{order initial model ( ).
 ( )

()
=
( )
() ( )
See Meinke [1992].
Next we introduce the basic denitions and results of category theory needed in the sequel.
For a comprehensive introduction to category theory we suggest MacLane [1971] and Barr and
Wells [1990]. We begin by recalling the denition of a category.
A consists of: a class of ; for any objects , a set
of ( ) (when no ambiguity arises we write : or simply :
to denote that ( )); and a family of
= : ( ) ( ) ( )
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(when the category and objects are clear we write or simply to denote
). A category must also satisfy the following conditions:
(i) composition is , i.e. for all morphisms : , : , : , we
have ( ) = ( )
(ii) for each object there exists an ( ) satisfying =
and = for all : , : .
Let us illustrate the above denition with a simple example.
Given a higher{order algebraic specication = ( ) we can dene a cat-
egory ( ) as follows. Dene the objects of ( ) to be all the extensional  algebras
which are models of , i.e. ( ) = ( ), and dene the morphisms to be all homo-
morphisms between the objects of ( ). The composition operation is simply dened to be
the normal composition of homomorphisms and the identity morphism : ( ),
for each object ( ) , is the identity homomorphism. Clearly, ( ) is a well de-
ned category. The isomorphisms in ( ) are exactly the bijective homomorphisms.
Next we recall the denition of a between two categories.
Let and be two categories. By a : we mean a
mapping which assigns to each object an object ( ) and to each morphism
: a morphism ( ) : ( ) ( ) such that the following two conditions
hold.
(i) For any morphisms : : we have
( ) = ( ) ( )
(ii) For each object we have
( ) =
Let be any category then the : is dened by ( ) =
and ( ) = , for each object and each morphism : . The relationship
between two functors may be characterised by a family of morphisms referred to as a natural
transformation.
Let and be two categories, and let : be two functors.
Then a family of morphisms
= ( ) : ( ) ( )
in is said to be a , denoted : , if, and only if, for each morphism
: we have ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( ) That is the diagram depicted in Figure 1
commutes. A natural transformation : is said to be a , denoted
:
=
, if and only if, each morphism ( ) is an isomorphism. We let ( ) = :
=
denote the class of functors isomorphic to a functor : .
The concept of a free algebra found in universal algebra can be generalized to a
in category theory as follows.
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Let be a mapping such that for each object ,
is a free construction over with respect to a given functor . Then we can extend
to a functor , called a , by dening on the morphisms
of as follows. For each morphism dene to be
the unique morphism such that , i.e. makes the diagram in Figure 3
commute.
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
Figure 1: Commutative diagram for a natural transformation.
Let and be any two categories, : be any functor and .
Then ( ) is said to be a if, and only if, there
exists a morphism ( ) : ( ( )) , called the , which satises the
following : for each object and each morphism : ( )
there exists a unique morphism 1 : ( ) such that ( 1) ( ) = . That is the
diagram in Figure 2 commutes.
( )
( )
( ( ))
( 1)
Figure 2: Commutative diagram for free construction.
Note that the free construction ( ) and the universal morphism ( ) : ( ( )) are
uniquely determined up to isomorphism. If a free construction ( ) over with respect to
exists for all objects we can extend it to a as follows.
: ( )
:
:
: ( ) : ( ) ( )
( ) = ( ( )) ( )
See Ehrig and Mahr [1985].
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(i) Free functors are uniquely determined up to natural isomorphism, i.e. if , are
two free functors with respect to a functor then .
(ii) Free functors preserve initial objects, i.e. if is a free functor and is an
initial object then is an initial object.
(iii) Free functors are closed under composition.
( )
( )( )
( ) ( )
Figure 3: Commutative diagram dening the morphism ( ).
The following are some simple facts about free functors.
:
:
=
:
( )
See Ehrig and Mahr [1985].
In algebraic specication a data type is modelled by an algebra, that is a collection of data
sets with some associated operations dened on them. An abstract data type can then be natu-
rally dened as an isomorphism class of algebras, i.e. a class of algebras which dier only in their
concrete representation of data. In this section we generalize these concepts to the parameterised
case following the approach of Thatcher et al [1978] and Ehrig et al [1984]. We dene a param-
eterised data type to be essentially a functor from the category of actual parameter algebras to
the category of target algebras. An abstract parameterised data type then naturally corresponds
to an isomorphism class of functors.
Before being able to formulate the denition of an abstract parameterised data type we need
a few technical denitions.
A
= ( . . . )
is an -tuple of higher{order equational specications, for some . For each 1
the higher{order equational specication = ((  ) ) is referred to as a
. For convenience we dene
=  =   =
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2
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P ; ;Pn( 1 ... )
Ext Ext
Spec
MT
MT
MT MT
MT MT
MT
2     
  2 \
2 \ 2 \ 2 \
2
j j
  !
  2 \

2 j j
  
!
Pcat
3.2 Denition.
Pcat
Pcat
Pcat
Pcat
Pcat Pcat
Pcat
Pcat
Pcat
3.3 Denition.
Pcat Cat
; ;
A ; ; A n ;
i; j n  S S A i A j ;
w S S  S S f f f
A;B A A ; ; A n ;B B ; ; B n
n f f ; ; f
i n f A i B i
i; j n  S S f f
n
A
; ;
; ;
; E
; E S S ; E E
;
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... ) 1
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
1
( ) ( )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
1
( )
( 1 ... ) ( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... ) 1
( 1 ... )
P ; ;Pn
P ; ;Pn P Pn
P ; ;Pn
P ; ;Pn
P Pn
Pi Pj  
P i P j P i P j
P i
w;
P j
w;
A i A j
P ; ;Pn
P ; ;Pn
n
i
P i P j
i

j

P ; ;Pn P ; ;Pn
P ; ;Pn
P ; ;Pn
P ; ;Pn
MP ; ;MPn
MP ; ;MPn MP MPn
MPi
MPi MPi
MPi MT
MPi MPi
MP ; ;MPn
Spec
Spec Spec Spec
Spec
Spec
Alg Spec Alg Spec
Spec
Spec
Spec Spec
Spec actual parameter
Spec
Spec
(higher{order) abstract parameterised data type
APDT Spec Spec Iso M
multiple formal parameter specication Spec Spec Spec
target specication Spec
Spec
Iso M
M Spec Spec
model functor
APDT Conv
By the very nature of formal parameter specications they will in general lack the neces-
sary generating symbols needed to ensure their initial algebra semantics is meaningful. Thus we
choose to use the loose semantics of the formal parameter specications and dene the category
( ).
Let = ( . . . ) be a multiple formal parameter spec-
ication. Then we dene the category ( ) as follows.
Dene the objects of ( ) to be all n{tuples
( (1) . . . ( )) ( ( ) ( ))
such that for any 1 and any we have ( ) = ( ) and for any
( ) , and any   we have = . We dene the set of
morphisms ( )( ), for objects = ( (1) . . . ( )) = ( (1) . . . ( ))
( ) , to consist of all -tuples = ( . . . ) such that
(i) for each 1 , : ( ) ( ) is a surjective homomorphism, and
(ii) for any 1 and any we have = .
Finally, we dene the composition operation to be simply the pointwise ap-
plication of the ordinary composition operation on functions. It is straightforward to check that
( ) is a well dened category. Note that if = 0 then ( ) is
taken to be a unit category.
We refer to each object ( ) as an . Note that since
we do not insist that the formal parameter specications are disjoint we have had to ensure that
the objects and morphisms of ( ) are comprised of consistent actual parameter
algebras respectively epimorphisms. We restrict the morphisms of ( ) to being
epimorphisms since the property of surjectivity is needed to prove a number of technical results
in the higher{order case (see Lemma 4.6).
We may now dene the concept of an abstract parameterised data type.
A (APDT)
= ( ( ))
is a 3{tuple consisting of:
(i) a = ( . . . );
(ii) a = ( ), which extends each formal parameter specica-
tion = ( ), i.e.   and ;
(iii) an isomorphism class of functors ( ), where
: ( ) ( )
is a functor referred to as the .
Clearly an APDT generalizes the notion of an abstract data type since if the multiple formal
parameter specication is empty then the model functor is from a one object category and simply
picks out an isomorphism class of target algebras. The axioms in the formal parameter and target
specications are used to simplify the denition of the model functor for an APDT.
The above ideas are illustrated in Section 5 where a second{order abstract parameterised data
type ( ) for convolution is presented.
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Bdy
Bdy Bdy
Bdy
Bdy
Bdy
PSpec
4 Parameterised Higher{Order Specications.
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... ) 1
( 1 ... ) 1
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
4.1 Denition.
4.2 Denition.
Pcat Cat
4.3 Denition.
Pcat
;
; ; ;
S ; ; E
S ; ; E S
S ; ; E E :
; ; S ; ; E
;
S ; ; E
S S S
S
E E E
; ; Stream
A F A
A
;
A A ; ; A n
A S i n  S
A A i w S  S f
P ; ;Pn T
P ; ;Pn P Pn
T
T
T T
Pi
P i
P i P i
P i
T
P i T P i T
P ; ;Pn P Pn
P
P P
P ; ;Pn T
T P
T
T P
T P
P ; ;Pn T
P ; ;Pn T
P ; ;Pn
P
P
Pi
 
P i
P i
P i
w;
correctly
parameterised higher{order equational specication
PSpec Spec Spec
multiple formal parameter specication
Spec Spec Spec
target specication Spec
Spec
Spec Spec Spec
PSpec Spec Spec
body PSpec
String Data
Stack Datau Stream Datau
Data Datau
Conv Time Ring
Spec Spec
PSpec Spec Spec
Spec
In this section we consider how to specify APDTs and develop a theory of parameterised
higher{order equational specications based on the standard rst{order theory (see for example
Thatcher et al [1978], Ehrig et al [1984] and Ehrig and Mahr [1985]). We begin by introducing
the syntax of parameterised higher{order equational specications. We then consider how to
construct the intended semantics of a parameterised higher{order equational specication. We
conclude the section by considering what it means for a parameterised specication to
specify an APDT.
A
= ( )
is an ordered pair consisting of a
= ( . . . )
and a = ((  ) ) which extends the formal parameter speci-
cations, i.e. for each formal parameter specication = ((  ) ) we have
 
In the sequel we refer to parameterised higher{order equational specications as simply pa-
rameterised specications. When considering a parameterised specication it is useful to know
what types, function symbols and equations are not parametric. Recall that given any multiple
formal parameter specication = ( . . . ) we dene ((  ) ) to
be the union of the formal parameter specications (see Denition 3.1).
Let = ( ) be a parameterised specication. Then
the of is a triple (  ) consisting of:
(i) the set = ;
(ii) an -sorted signature  =   ; and
(iii) an equational theory = .
In the sequel we will often denote parameterised specications by names such as ( ),
( ) and ( ). In this notation the names in brackets are the formal parameter
specications (e.g. and ) and, in a slight abuse of notation, the whole name is the
target specication.
The above denitions and ideas are illustrated in Section 5 where a parameterised second{order
equational specication ( ) for convolution is presented.
We now consider how to construct an APDT which represents the intended meaning (seman-
tics) of a parameterised specication. We begin by considering how to extend an actual parameter
( ) to a target algebra ( ) ( ) . Following the rst{order
approach we dene the (higher{order) {quotient term algebra construction as follows.
Let = ( ) be a parameterised specication and let
= ( (1) . . . ( )) ( ) be an actual parameter. Then we have the follow-
ing denitions.
(i) Let be the {typed  algebra dened as follows. For each 1 and each
dene the carrier set = ( ) , and for each , and each  dene
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Pcat
Cat Cat
Pcat
Cat Pcat
Pcat Cat
Pcat
Pcat Pcat
Pcat
( )
( 1 ... )
+
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
1
( 1 ... ) ( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
f f A
S A
A a a A ;
 S
A ;
w S  S
A A
A t t t; t T A ;  S t t ;
A A A
a a  S a A
A A ; A :
A A
S
F A V I A ;
V A F A
A
;
A A
A V
A
A
F ;
;
A
;
A A ; ; A n ;B B ; ; B n f f ; ; f
A B : A S
A A A
f A B A B
A
A i
P ; ;Pn
P
P
P
;
P
;

P
P
w;
P
w;
P
P
A
P
P
 P
A
A
P
A
P 
T T P
T T
T
T
A
T
A
T T
P ; ;Pn T
P ; ;Pn
T P ; ;Pn
P ; ;Pn T
P ; ;Pn T
P ; ;Pn T
P ; ;Pn
n
P ; ;Pn P ; ;Pn
T
T T T P
P ; ;Pn
T T
Spec
Eqn Eqn
Eqn
Spec Spec Eqn
Spec enlargement Spec
Spec
Spec Spec
quotient term algebra
PSpec Spec Spec
Spec
Spec Spec
PSpec
Spec Spec
PSpec Spec Spec
PSpec Spec Spec
Spec
Spec Spec
Spec
= . Clearly is a well dened higher{order algebra by denition of the objects of
( ).
(ii) Dene the {typed signature  [ ] by
 [ ] = 
for each , and
 [ ] = 
for each and .
(iii) Let [ ] = ( [ ]) be the ground equational diagram dened by
[ ] = = ( [ ]) and =
where denotes both itself and the  [ ] extension of dened by distinguishing a constant
= , for each type and each .
(iv) Dene the higher{order equational specication
[ ] = ( [ ] [ ])
We refer to [ ] as the { of .
(v) Finally, we dene the {typed  algebra
( ) = ( ( [ ]))
where : ( [ ]) ( ) is the forgetful functor. We refer to ( ) as the
(higher{order) { .
For a rst{order parameterised specication = ( ) and any actual
parameter ( ) the {quotient term algebra can be shown to be a free
construction over with respect to the forgetful functor : ( ) ( ).
So by Lemma 2.14 it can be extended to a free functor which can be used to dene the semantics
of (see Ehrig and Mahr [1985]). However, it turns out that in the higher{order case the
{quotient term algebra is not necessarily a free construction due to the higher{order initial
model being initial only in the class of all minimal models satisfying a higher{order equational
specication. Thus the (higher{order) {quotient term algebra construction cannot automatically
be extended to a free functor. To overcome this problem we give a concrete construction of a
functor
: ( ) ( )
for a parameterised higher{order equational specication = ( ) which is
based on the natural {quotient term algebra construction. We claim this functor represents the
intended semantics of a higher{order parameterised specication despite not necessarily being a
free functor. This claim is supported by the fact that this new functor preserves the rst{order
free functor semantics.
In the following let = ( ) be a parameterised specication, let
= ( (1) . . . ( )) = ( (1) . . . ( )) ( ) and let = ( . . . ) :
( ) For any ( ) dene the {typed sig-
nature  [ ] by  [ ] =   [ ]. We begin by considering how to extend a morphism
: ( ) to a mapping between  [ ] and  [ ] terms.
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For any , any type and any term we have
For any type and any terms ,
4.4 Denition.
4.5 Lemma.
Proof.
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Induction step.
4.6 Lemma.
Proof.
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T
T
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T
T
T
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m
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m
Pi
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A
Pi
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i

i

A
P i
;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B B
i

A
Pi
P i
P i
w;
P

m P
 m

m
B B

B
 m
m
B
B
i

A
i
 m
m
A
i

m
A
i
T
T

T
!
T
!  
T
!
T
T

T
!  
X X  S S
S
 f  f T A ;X T B ;X  S ;
 S x X  f x x
i n  S a A i  f a f a :
 S c  f c c:
w   m S  S h
t T A ;X ; ; t T A ;X
 f h t ; ; t h  f t ; ;  f t :
 f
i n  S t T A
 f t f t :
i n  S
a A i  f B A
 f a f a f a :
c  f f
 f c c f c :
i n w   m S  S h
t T A ; ; t T A
 f h t ; ; t h  f t ; ;  f t ;
 f B
h f t ; ; f t ;
f h t ; ; t ;
f
 S t; t T A ;X
E A t t E B  f t  f t :
E A t t ;
 S t; t T A ;X
E B  f t  f t ;
Let = be an {indexed family of sets of variables.
Dene the {indexed family of mappings
( ) = ( ) : ( [ ] ) ( [ ] )
as follows.
(i) For each type and each variable dene ( ) ( ) = .
(ii) For each 1 , each and each ( ) dene ( ) ( ) = ( )
(iii) For each type and each constant symbol  dene ( ) ( ) =
(iv) For each = (1) . . . ( ) , , each function symbol  and any terms
( [ ] ) . . . ( [ ] ) dene
( ) ( ( . . . )) = ( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ))
We need the following technical results about the term mapping ( ).
1 ( [ ])
( ) ( ) = ( )
By induction on the construction of terms.
Let 1 and let . Then we have two cases to consider.
(i) Let ( ) . Then by denition of ( ), and ,
( ) ( ) = ( ) = ( )
(ii) Let  . Then by denition of ( ) and since is a homomorphism we have
( ) ( ) = = ( )
Let 1 , = (1) . . . ( ) , , let  and let
( [ ]) . . . ( [ ]) . Then
( ) ( ( . . . )) = ( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ) )
by denition of ( ) and ,
= ( ( ) . . . ( ))
by the induction hypothesis,
= ( ( . . . ) )
since is a homomorphism.
( [ ] )
[ ] = = [ ] ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
Suppose that
[ ] = (1)
for some and some terms ( [ ] ) . Then we show that
[ ] ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
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t t A i n  S t; t T A
A t t f t f t :
 f t  f t t t  f t
 f t B  f t  f t B
E B  f t  f t :
 S t; t T ;X t t E : t t
X  f t t  f t t
E B  f t  f t :
t t
E B  f t  f t :
!
!
E A t t:
E B  f t  f t :
E B  f t  f t :
   ;  S !
E A t t t t ;
t T A  f
E B  f t  f t  f t  f t ;
t T A f
i n  f
t T B t T A t  f t
!
E B  f t  f t :
A  f
F
by induction on the construction of higher{order equational proofs.
We have three cases to consider.
(i) Suppose = [ ], for some 1 , and terms ( [ ]) . Then by def-
inition of [ ] we have = and so ( ) = ( ) Therefore it follows by Lemma 4.5 that
( ) ( ) = ( ) ( ) . Since both and are ground terms we can easily show that ( ) ( )
and ( ) ( ) are ground terms. So by denition of [ ] we have ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( ) [ ]
and thus it follows that
[ ] ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
(ii) Let , let ( ) and suppose that = Then since and are terms
over just  and we can easily show that ( ) ( ) = and ( ) ( ) = . Thus it follows that
[ ] ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
(iii) Suppose that (1) was derived by reexivity, i.e. and are identical terms. Then it follows
by reexivity that
[ ] ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
We have six cases to consider corresponding to the symmetry, transitivity, sub-
stitution, projection, evaluation and {evaluation rules. We only present proofs for the symmetry
and {evaluation rules since the proofs for the remaining rules follow along similar lines.
(iv) Suppose (1) was derived by the symmetry rule from
[ ] =
Then by the induction hypothesis we may assume that
[ ] ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
Thus by the symmetry rule we can derive
[ ] ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
(v) Suppose = ( ), for some and that (1) was derived by the {evaluation rule.
Then it follows that
[ ] ( ) = ( )
for each ( [ ]) . So by the induction hypothesis and the denition of ( ) we have
[ ] ( ) ( )( ( ) ( )) = ( ) ( )( ( ) ( )) (2)
for each ( [ ]) . Since by denition of ( ) we know is an epimorphism,
for 1 , we can easily show that ( ) is a surjective family of mappings. So it follows that
for each term ( [ ]) there exists a term ( [ ]) such that = ( ) ( ). Thus
by (2) and the {evaluation rule we have
[ ] ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
We now use the {quotient term algebra construction and the term mapping ( ) to dene
the functor as follows.
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that
is a well dened functor.
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F A V I A
f A B F f F A
F B
F f t 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;
F
A F A
A f A B
F f F A F B
 f F f F f F A
F B : F
F
;
; ; F ;
F
; ;
;
U F U ;
U U
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
( 1 ... ) ( 1 ... )
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( 1 ... )
( 1 ... )
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( 1 ... )
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P ; ;Pn T
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T
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T
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T
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P ; ;Pn T
MP ; ;MPn
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MP ; ;MPn
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T P ; Pn
4.7 Denition. Pcat Cat
Pcat
Pcat
4.8 Proposition.
Pcat Cat
Proof. Cat
Pcat Pcat
Cat
4.9 Denition.
4.10 Denition.
PSpec
PSpec Ext
PSpec PSpec
PSpec
PSpec
PSpec
PSpec
PSpec PSpec PSpec
PSpec PSpec PSpec
PSpec PSpec
PSpec
PSpec
PSpec
MT
MT
PSpec
Spec Spec
Spec
Spec
Spec
PSpec Spec Spec
Spec Spec
Spec
Spec Spec
Spec
semantics
PSpec Spec Spec
APDT PSpec Spec Spec Iso
APDT Spec Spec Iso M
PSpec Spec Spec
PSpec correct APDT Spec
Spec Spec Spec
M
The functor : ( ) ( ) is dened as fol-
lows.
(i) For each ( ) dene
( ) = ( ( [ ]));
(ii) For each : ( ) dene the morphism ( ) : ( )
( ) by
( ) ([ ]) = [ ( ) ( )]
for each type and each term ( [ ]) .
= ( )
: ( ) ( )
Clearly, by the denition of the {quotient term algebra ( ) ( ) ,
for each ( ) . For any morphism : ( ) we have
by Lemma 4.6 that ( ) : ( ) ( ) is well dened and clearly by the denition
of ( ) we know ( ) is a homomorphism. Thus it follows that ( ) : ( )
( ) ( ) Finally, we need to show that satises conditions (i) and (ii) of
Denition 2.11. This is straightforward to do and is left as an exercise for the reader.
We use the functor to dene an abstract parameterised data type which we take to be
the semantics of a parameterised specication.
The of a parameterised specication
= ( )
is the abstract parameterised data type
( ) = ( ( ))
where is the functor dened in Denition 4.7.
We conclude this section by dening what it means for a parameterised specication to cor-
rectly specify an abstract parameterised data type.
Let = ( ( )) be an abstract parame-
terised data type and let = ( ) be a parameterised specication. We say
that is a parameterised specication of if, and only if,
, , and
=
that is the diagram in Figure 4 commutes up to natural isomorphism, where and
are the corresponding forgetful functors.
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5.1 De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5 Specication Case Study: Convolution.
; ;
; ;
; ; ; n
n
w ; ; w
b b b
a a a
conv
a a a b b b
i b i a i w a i n w :
conv ;
w ; ; w a t
conv w ; ; w ; a t a t w a t n w :
; ; ; ; CV
APDT Conv
Conv Time Ring Stream
Conv Time Ring Stream correct
APDT Conv
tick
APDT Conv Time Ring Stream MConv Iso
Figure 4: Commutative diagram for correctness.
In the preceding sections we developed a theory of parameterised higher{order algebraic speci-
cations. We now demonstrate this theory by considering a detailed case study of the specication
of an APDT for convolution in which the stream space is parameterised. This case study is im-
portant because it demonstrates how parameterised specications can be used to overcome the
problem of requiring an uncountable specication to specify a full stream space (see Meinke and
Steggles [1994, 1996]). We begin by dening a second{order APDT ( ) for convolution.
We then present a parameterised second{order equational specication ( )
and conclude by showing that ( ) is a parameterised specication
of ( ).
Recall the denition of the convolution function (see for example Meinke and Steggles [1994]).
Let = ( ; 0 1; + ) denote a ring with unity and let be some arbitrarily chosen but
xed non-zero natural number. We can view convolution of sample size over as a black box,
depicted in gure 5, which takes as input a tuple of weights = ( . . . ) and a stream
. . . (2) (1) (0)
. . . (2) (1) (0)
Figure 5: Convolution as a black box computation.
of ring elements (0) (1) (2) . . . , and produces as output a stream (0) (1) (2) . . . dened for
each by ( ) = ( ( ) ) + + ( ( + 1) ) Thus we can dene convolution as a
stream transformer (second{order function) : [ ] [ ] dened for each
( . . . ) , [ ] and by
( . . . )( ) = ( ( ) ) + + ( ( + 1) )
We can generalize this denition from the natural numbers as time to any set with a next time
unary operation : .
We begin by dening an abstract parameterised data type for convolution.
Dene the abstract parameterised data type
( ) = (( ) ( ))
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( )
( )
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;
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;
w;
;
n
w;
T R S
T R
S
S
n
CV A
i
i
; f g
f g
2 2 ;
f g
f g f g f g
2 2 ;
2
   
 
 
     
;
f ! g B f g
f g
2 2 ;
[ [ [
f g 2 2 ;
!
2 j j
Multiple Parameter Specication.
Target Specication.
Model Functor. Pcat Cat
Pcat
TRS Time Ring Stream
Time time
tick
Ring ring
Stream
time ring time ring time ring
eval
MConv
TRS MConv
TRS
; ;
; S
S
;
w S  S
;E S
S
; ; ; ; ;
w S  S X
x; y; z X E
X
x y y x;
x y z x y z; x y z x y z; ;
x x; x x ; ;
x x; x x; ;
x y z x y x z ; x y z x z y z : ;
; ; S
; ; ;
S
;
w S  S
; E ;
S
conv ; w S  S
CV
A A ;A ;A CV A S
CV A A ; CV A A :
CV A A
A
conv
CV A U A ;
Time
Time
Time
Time
Time
time time
Time
Time
Time
Ring Ring
Ring
Ring
Ring
Ring
ring
Ring
ring ring
Ring
ring ring ring
Ring
Ring
Ring
Ring
Ring
Stream
Stream
Stream
Stream
Stream
time ring time ring
Stream
Stream
Stream
Conv Ring
Conv Time Ring Stream Bdy Bdy
Stream
Bdy
ring time ring time ring
Stream
Stream
Bdy
Stream
Conv
time
time
ring
ring
time ring
time ring
time ring
as follows.
Let = ( ) be a multiple for-
mal parameter specication dened as follows.
(a) Dene the formal parameter specication = ( ), where = is a basic
type structure and  is an {typed signature dened by
 =
and for all other , ,  = .
(b) Dene the formal parameter specication = ( ), where = is a
basic type structure and  is an {typed signature dened by
 = 0 1  =  = +
and for all other , ,  = . Let be an innite set of variables and
. The rst{order equational theory of rings with unity consists of the following
equations over  and .
+ = + (1)
+ ( + ) = ( + ) + ( ) = ( ) (2 3)
+ 0 = + ( ) = 0 (4 5)
1 = 1 = (6 7)
( + ) = ( ) + ( ) ( + ) = ( ) + ( ) (8 9)
(c) Dene the formal parameter specication = ( ) where we have =
( ) is a type structure over the type basis = and 
is a second{order {typed signature dened by
 =
and for all other , ,  = .
Dene the target specication
= ( )
where  =     and  is an {sorted signature dened
by  = and for all other , ,  = .
Dene the model functor : ( ) ( ) as follows.
(i) For each actual parameter = ( ) ( ) dene ( ) to be the {
typed  algebra with carrier sets
( ) = ( ) =
To dene the carrier set ( ) we rst ensure that the elements of are
actual functions (since is an extensional algebra) and then close up under the application of
the function (dened below). Dene
( ) = ( )
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For any morphism we have that
is a well dened morphism in .
N
N
Pcat
Pcat
N
Pcat
Cat
5.2 Proposition. Pcat
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Proof. Pcat
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0
( )
+1
( )
1 1
0 0
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
1
( )
( )
1
( )
1
( )
( ) ( )
1
( )
0 +1
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
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( )
( )
1
( )
+1
1
( )
1
eval
eval
tick tick
eval
tick
tick tick tick tick
TRS
TRS
eval
APDT Conv
TRS
MConv
TRS
Conv
TRS
S S S
S
A
i i n
CV A
n n
i
S
A
S
CV A
A
CV A
A
CV A
A
CV A
A
CV A
A
CV A
A
CV A
n
n
CV A
n n
CV A
n
CV A
CV A CV A CV A
m m
T R S T R S
T R S
T R
B
S
n
CV B
n
k k
n
k n
CV A
n
T R S T R
time ring
time ring
time
ring
time ring
time
time ring
time
ring
time ring
time
time ring
time
time
ring
ring
time ring time ring time ring
time ring
time ring
time
time ring
ring ring
time ring
ring
time ring
U A f A A a A
t A f t a; t ;
i
U A U A conv w ; ; w ; a w ; ; w CV A ; a U A :
U A a U A
A a a t a; t t A
CV A
; ; ;
; ; :
a; t a t ; a CV A t CV A
w ; ; w CV A a CV A t CV A
conv w ; ; w ; a t w a t w a t
t t m t t
A A ;A ;A ;B B ;B ;B
f f ; f ; f A B ; CV f CV A CV B
t CV A x CV A
CV f t f t ; CV f x f x :
CV f CV A CV B
CV f a t f a ; t ;
a U A t CV B
CV f a conv CV f w ; ; CV f w ;CV f b ;
a U A k a U A w ; ; w CV A
b U A a conv w ; ; w ; b :
f A B CV f CV A CV B
f A B
CV f CV A CV B
f f ; f ; f A B f f
CV f CV f
where
( ) = : exists such that
for all we have ( ( ) = ( ))
and for any ,
( ) = ( ) ( . . . ) . . . ( ) ( )
Note that by denition of ( ) we know that for each ( ) there exists a unique element
of , denoted ^, such that ( ) = (^ ), for each . Dene the constants
and operations of ( ) by
0 = 0 1 = 1 =
= + = + =
Dene ( ) = ( ) for any ( ) and any ( ) . For any
. . . ( ) , ( ) and ( ) dene
( . . . )( ) = ( ( ( ))) + + ( ( ))
where ( ) = and for any , ( ) = ( ( )).
(ii) For any objects = ( ) = ( ) ( ) and each morphism
= ( ) : ( ) dene the morphism ( ) : ( ) ( ) on
each ( ) and ( ) by
( ) ( ) = ( ) ( ) ( ) = ( )
Dene ( ) : ( ) ( ) by
( ) ( )( ) = ( (^) )
for each ( ) and ( ) , and
( ) ( ) = ( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))
for each ( ) , , such that ( ) and for some . . . ( ) ,
( ) we have = ( . . . )
We need to show that ( ) is a well dened APDT. We begin by proving that for any
morphism : ( ) that ( ) : ( ) ( ) is a well dened morphism
in ( ).
: ( )
( ) : ( ) ( )
( )
Let = ( ) : ( ). Clearly since and are well de-
ned it follows that ( ) and ( ) are well dened. We begin by assuming that
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Basis.
Induction step.
2 2 2 2
2 2
2 62 2
2 2
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
eval
eval
eval
eval
tick
tick
tick
( )
( )
( )
0
0
( )
( )
+1
( )
1
( )
1 1
( )
1
( )
( ) ( )
1
( )
( )
( ) ( )
1
( )
( ) ( )
1
( ) ( )
( )
1
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
1
( )
1
( )
n
i
A
B
S S
S
k k
n
CV A
n
n
CV A
n n
k
n
CV A
n
CV A
CV A CV A CV A
n
CV A
n
CV B
n
CV B
CV B CV B
CV B
n
CV B
n
n
CV B
n
n
CV A
n
n
CV B
n
time ring
time ring
ring
time ring
time
time
time
ring ring
time ring
time
time ring
time
time
ring ring
ring
ring
ring
time ring
time
ring
time ring
time
ring ring
time ring
time
time ring
time
time ring
ring ring
time ring
CV f CV f
CV f
conv
CV f a t CV f a CV f t ;
a U A i t CV A i
i a U A t CV A
CV f a t CV f a; t ;
U A
f a ; f t ;
CV f f
CV f a CV f t ;
CV f
i k a U A a U A t CV A
CV f a t CV f conv w ; ; w ; b t ;
a conv w ; ; w ; b ; w ; ; w CV A b U A
CV f w b t w b t ;
conv
CV f w CV f b CV f t
CV f w CV f b CV f t ;
conv CV f w ; ; CV f w ;CV f b CV f t ;
conv
CV f a CV f t ;
CV f
conv
CV f conv w ; ; w ; a
conv CV f w ; ; CV f w ;CV f a ;
( ) is well dened and showing that ( ) is a homomorphism. We then prove
that ( ) is well dened.
We only show that and satisfy the homomorphism condition since the proofs for
the remaining functions is routine.
(i) First consider . We must show that
( ) ( ( )) = ( ) ( )( ( ) ( )) (1)
for each ( ) , and ( ) . We do this by induction on as follows.
Suppose = 0, ( ) and ( ) . Then
( ) ( ( )) = ( ) ( (^ ))
by denition of ( ) ,
= ( (^) ( ))
by denition of ( ) and since is a homomorphism,
= ( ) ( )( ( ) ( ))
by denition of ( ).
Suppose = + 1, ( ) , ( ) and ( ) . Then
( ) ( ( )) = ( ) ( ( . . . )( ))
since = ( . . . ) for some . . . ( ) and ( ) ,
= ( ) (( ( ( ))) + + ( ( )))
by denition of ,
= ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ( ( ) ( )))) + +
( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ( ) ( )))
by the induction hypothesis and assuming the homomorphism conditions has been proved for +,
and ,
= ( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( ))
by denition of ,
= ( ) ( )( ( ) ( ))
by denition of ( ).
(ii) Next we consider . We need to show that
( ) ( ( . . . )) =
( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))
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Induction step.
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1
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1
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1
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( ) ( )
1
( )
( )
( ) ( )
1
( )
( ) ( )
1
( ) ( )
( )
1
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
0
( )
( )
( )
+1
( )
1
( )
1
1 1
( )
( )
1
( )
( )
1
( )
( )
1
( )
( )
1
( )
n
n
CV A
n
n
CV B
n
T
n
CV A
n
n
CV A
n
n
CV A
n
CV A
CV A CV A CV A
n
CV A
n
CV B
n
CV B
CV B CV B
CV B
n
CV B
n
n
CV B
i
B
S
S
k k
n
CV A
n
n
CV A
n
n n
k
n
CV B
n
n
CV B
n
n
CV B
n
n
CV B
n
ring
time ring
time
time ring
time
ring ring
time ring
time
time ring
time
ring
ring
ring
time ring
time
ring
time ring
time
ring ring
time ring
time
time ring time ring time ring
time ring
time ring
time ring
time
ring
time ring
ring ring
time ring
ring ring
time ring
time
ring ring
time ring
time
ring ring
time ring
time
w ; ; w CV A a CV
t CV A
CV f conv w ; ; w ; a CV f t
conv CV f w ; ; CV f w ;CV f a CV f t ;
CV f f
CV B
CV f conv w ; ; w ; a CV f t
CV f conv w ; ; w ; a t ;
CV f w a t w a t ;
conv
CV f w CV f a CV f t
CV f w CV f a CV f t ;
conv CV f w ; ; CV f w ;CV f a CV f t ;
conv
CV f CV A CV B
a U A i i
i a U A CV f a
CV f a t f a ; t ; t CV B a
f
i k a U A a U A
a conv w ; ; w ; b a conv x ; ; x ; c ;
w ; ; w ; x ; ; x CV A b; c U A CV f
conv CV f w ; ; CV f w ;CV f b
conv CV f x ; ; CV f x ; CV f c :
t CV A
conv CV f w ; ; CV f w ;CV f b CV f t
conv CV f x ; ; CV f x ; CV f c CV f t ;
for any . . . ( ) and . We do this by showing that for each
( )
( ) ( ( . . . ))( ( ) ( )) =
( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( ))
from which using the denition of ( ), the fact that is surjective and the extensionality of
( ) the result follows. Now we have
( ) ( ( . . . ))( ( ) ( )) =
( ) ( ( . . . )( ))
since the homomorphism condition has been shown for (see (i) above),
= ( ) (( ( ( ))) + + ( ( )))
by denition of ,
= ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ( ( ) ( )))) + +
( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ( ) ( )))
since we may assume the homomorphism condition has been proved for +, , and using (i)
above,
= ( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( ))
by denition of .
Finally, we prove that ( ) : ( ) ( ) is well de-
ned on each ( ) , . We use induction on as follows.
Suppose = 0 and ( ) . Then clearly ( ) ( ) is well dened since
( ) ( )( ) = ( (^) ) for each ( ) , and we know that ^
is unique and is a well dened homomorphism.
Suppose = + 1, ( ) , ( ) and suppose
= ( . . . ) and = ( . . . )
for some . . . . . . ( ) and ( ) . By denition of ( )
we need to show that
( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )) =
( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))
We do this by showing that for any ( )
( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( )) =
( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( ))
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5.3 Proposition.
Proof.
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The abstract parameterised data type
is well dened.
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1
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1
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( )
( )
1
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( ) ( )
1
( )
( )
( ) ( )
1
( )
( ) ( )
1
( ) ( )
( )
( )
1
( )
( )
T
n
CV B
n
n
CV B
n
CV B
CV B CV B
CV B
n
CV B
n
CV A
n
CV A
CV A CV A CV A
n
CV A
n
CV A
CV A CV A CV A
n
CV A
n
CV B
n
CV B
CV B CV B
CV B
n
CV B
n
n
CV B
tick
tick
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tick
APDT Conv
APDT Conv Time Ring Stream MConv Iso
Time Ring Stream
MConv
TRS MConv
MConv
TRS
Conv Time Ring Stream
APDT Conv
ring ring
time ring
time
ring
time ring
time
ring
time ring
time
ring
time ring
ring
ring
time ring
time
ring
time ring
time
time ring
ring ring
time ring
time
CV f f
CV B
conv CV f w ; ; CV f w ;CV f b CV f t
CV f w CV f b CV f t
CV f w CV f b CV f t ;
conv
CV f w b t w b t ;
CV f
CV f b
CV f x c t x c t ;
conv
CV f x CV f c CV f t
CV f x CV f c CV f t ;
CV f
CV f c
conv CV f x ; ; CV f x ; CV f c CV f t ;
conv
; ; ; ; CV
CV
A CV A
CV f CV A CV B ;
f A B CV
; ;
from which using the denition of ( ), the fact that is surjective and the extensionality of
( ) the result follows. Now we have
( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( )) =
( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ( ( ) ( )))) + +
( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ( ) ( )))
by denition of ,
= ( ) (( ( ( ))) + + ( ( )))
since we have shown ( ) is a homomorphism and by the induction hypothesis we know
( ) ( ) is well dened,
= ( ) (( ( ( ))) + + ( ( )))
by assumption and the denition of ,
= ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ( ( ) ( )))) + +
( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ( ) ( )))
since we have shown ( ) is a homomorphism and by the induction hypothesis we know
( ) ( ) is well dened,
= ( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( ))
by denition of .
We may now show that ( ) is a well dened APDT.
( ) = (( ) ( ))
Clearly the formal parameter specications , and are subspecica-
tions of . Thus it only remains to show that is a well dened functor.
For each object ( ) we have by denition that ( ) ( ) and by
Proposition 5.2 we know
( ) : ( ) ( ) ( )
for each morphism : ( ). It only remains to show that satises condi-
tions (i) and (ii) of Denition 2.11. This is straightforward to do and is left as an exercise for the
reader.
Next we present a parameterised specication ( ) which we show to
be a correct specication of the abstract parameterised data type ( ).
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5.4 Denition.
Multiple Parameter Specication.
Target Specication.
Pcat
Pcat Cat Cat
Pcat
5.5 Denition.
Pcat
Pcat
Pcat
Cat
; ; Stream
; ;
; E ;
X S
w ; ; w X s X t X
E ;X E
conv w ; ; w ; s t w s t w s t :
; ; F ;
CV U F
U
CV F
CV U F A CV A
CV A A a a
a A  ; a t a; t a A
t A
F CV
A F A CV A A ;
A  S t T A
A t t :
A A
F A CV A
Conv Time Ring
TRS Time Ring Stream
Conv TRS
Eqn
tick
Conv TRS
APDT Conv TRS TRS Conv TRS Iso
Conv TRS Conv TRS
APDT Conv
Id Id TRS
TRS Conv TRS MConv
Id TRS
time ring eval
Crt Crt TRS
TRS
Crt
TRS Crt
MConv
Dene the parameterised second{order specication
( )
as follows.
Let = ( ) be the multiple formal
parameter specication dened as in Denition 5.1.
Dene the target specication
( ) = ( )
where  is dened as in Denition 5.1. Let be an {indexed family of sets of
variables and let . . . , and . Then dene the second{
order equational theory ( ) to consist of the rst{order equations in
(see Denition 5.1) and the following second{order equation
( . . . )( ) = ( ( ( ))) + + ( ( )) (10)
Clearly ( ) is a well dened parameterised specication.
Using Denition 4.9 we can construct an abstract parameterised data type
( ( )) = ( ( ) ( ))
which represents the intended semantics of ( ). It remains to prove that ( )
is a correct parameterised specication of the abstract parameterised data type ( ).
According to Denition 4.10 we need to show that
=
, where : ( )
( ) it the identity functor and : ( ( )) ( ) is the correspond-
ing forgetful functor. In the remainder of this section we let and denote both themselves
and the functors respectively . For any ( ) we let ( ) denote both
itself and the extension of ( ) to a  [ ] algebra by distinguishing a constant = ,
for each , , and dening ( ) = ( ), for each
and .
We begin by dening a family of morphisms which we will show to be a natural isomorphism
between and .
Dene the family of morphisms
= ( ) : ( ) ( ) ( )
for each actual parameter ( ) , each type and each term ( [ ])
by
( ) ([ ]) =
Next we show that for each actual parameter ( ) the morphism ( ) :
( ) ( ) is well dened in ( ).
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5.6 Proposition. Pcat
Cat
Proof. Pcat
Pcat
5.7 Lemma. Pcat
Proof.
Pcat Pcat
Basis.
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F A
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CV B
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T R S
T R S T R S
CV B CV A
CV B CV A
CV B CV A
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For each actual parameter we have that
is a well dened morphism in .
For any type , any morphism and any
term we have
Conv
Stream
Conv
Conv
Conv
Stream
Stream
Conv Conv Conv
Conv Conv
Stream
Conv
time time
ring ring
time ring time ring
time ring
time ring
time ring
time ring
time ring
A
A F A CV A
A A
t; t T A  S t t
A CV A t t
F A
E A t t :
CV A A CV A
E A ;
CV A t t :
A w   m S 
S h t T A ; ; t T A
F A
A h t ; ; t A h t ; ; t ;
A
h t ; ; t h A t ; ; A t :
f A B
 f T A ;X T B ;X
 S f A B
t T A
 f t CV f t :
A A ;A ;A ;B
B ;B ;B f f ; f ; f A B
 f t CV f t ;
 f x CV f x ;
 f a CV f a ;
t A x A a A
a A
 f a f a ;
( )
( ) : ( ) ( )
( )
Let ( ) . Then we begin by showing that ( ) is a well dened function.
Let ( [ ]) , for some , and suppose [ ] = [ ]. Then according to the
denition of ( ) we must show that ( ) = = . Now by the initial assumption and the
denition of ( ) we know
[ ] = (1)
Since it is straightforward to show that ( ) is a  [ ] minimal algebra and that ( ) =
[ ] it follows by (1) above and the soundness of with respect to minimal extensional
algebras that ( ) = =
To see that ( ) is a homomorphism consider any = (1) . . . ( ) , any type
, any symbol  and any terms ( [ ]) . . . ( [ ]) .
Then by denition of ( ),
( ) ( ([ ] . . . [ ])) = ( ) ([ ( . . . )])
and by denition of ( ),
= ( . . . ) = ( ( ) ([ ]) . . . ( ) ([ ]))
For any morphism : ( ) recall the denition of the term mapping
( ) : ( [ ] ) ( [ ] ) (see Denition 4.4). Before being able to show that
is a natural transformation we need the following technical result.
: ( )
( [ ])
( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
By induction on the complexity of terms as follows. Let = ( ) =
( ) ( ) and let = ( ) : ( ).
We need to show that
( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
for any , and . Since the proofs follow along similar lines we
only consider the last case.
For any we have
( ) ( ) = ( ) (1)
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Induction step.
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5.9 Correctness Theorem.
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The family of morphisms
is a natural transformation.
The parameterised specication correctly species
 f CV B A
f a t f a ; t ;
t B CV f CV B
 f a CV f a :
w   m S  S h t
T A ; ; t T A
 f h t ; ; t h  f t ; ;  f t ;
 f
h CV f t ; ; CV f t ;
CV f h t ; ; t ;
CV f
A F A CV A A ;
A A
f A B
B F f CV f A :
 S t T A
B F f t B  f t ;
F f
 f t ;
B
CV f t ;
CV f A t ;
A
by denition of ( ). Now by the denition of the extension of ( ) to a  [ ] algebra we
know
( ) ( ) = ( ( ) ) (2)
for all . So by (1) and (2) above, denition of ( ) and extensionality of ( ) we
have
( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
Let = (1) . . . ( ) , ,  and let
( [ ]) . . . ( [ ]) . Then
( ) ( ( . . . )) = ( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ) )
by denition of ( ),
= ( ( ) ( ) . . . ( ) ( ))
by induction hypothesis,
= ( ) ( ( . . . ) )
since ( ) is a homomorphism.
We may now show that is a natural transformation.
= ( ) : ( ) ( ) ( )
By Proposition 5.6 we know that ( ) ( ), for each ( ) .
Thus it only remains to show that for each morphism : ( ) that
( ) ( ) = ( ) ( )
Consider any type and any term ( [ ]) . Then
( ) ( ) ([ ]) = ( ) ([ ( ) ( )])
by denition of ( ),
= ( ) ( )
by denition of ( ),
= ( ) ( )
by Lemma 5.7,
= ( ) ( ) ([ ])
by denition of ( ).
We can now prove that the parameterised specication ( ) is a correct specication
of the abstract parameterised data type ( ).
( )
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0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
0 0
( )
( )

0
0
0
( )
0
( )
( )
0
0
0
( )
T R S

 
CV A
CV A
T
CV A
R
CV A
CV A
;
CV A

h ! j 2 j j i
2 j j
!
2
2
)
2
  j
[ `
2
2
[ `
 2
[ `
2
[ `
the abstract parameterised data type .
Proof.
Pcat
Cat
Pcat
Basis.
Case (1)
Case (2)
Induction step.
APDT Conv
MConv Conv TRS
Crt Crt TRS
MConv
TRS
Crt
Crt
Crt
Crt Crt
Crt Crt
Crt
Eqn
Eqn
Crt Crt
Eqn
Eqn
Eqn
Eqn
Conv
Stream
Conv
Conv
time time time
Conv
time
Conv Bdy
time
Conv
Conv
ring ring ring
Conv
ring
Conv
ring
Conv
Ring
ring
Conv
F CV:
A F A CV A A ;
A A ;A ;A
A F A CV A ;
CV A A
A
A  S
t; t T A
A t A t t t :
t; t T A A t A t
A
t t :
T A T A CV A
A A
E A t t :
F A t t
t; t T A A t A t
t T A
E A t t ;
t a a A a
E A a a :
t A CV A
E A t t :
( )
Clearly is a subspecication of ( ) so according to Denition 4.10 it
only remains to show that
=
By Proposition 5.8 above we know
= ( ) : ( ) ( ) ( )
is a natural transformation in ( ). Thus it suces to show that for each actual param-
eter = ( ) ( ) the homomorphism
( ) : ( ) ( )
is an isomorphism, i.e. injective and surjective.
Since we can easily show that ( ) is a minimal  [ ] algebra, it follows by denition
that ( ) is surjective.
To prove that ( ) is injective we must show that for any type and any terms
( [ ]) that
( ) ([ ]) = ( ) ([ ]) = [ ] = [ ]
We have three possible cases to consider.
(i) Suppose ( [ ]) and ( ) ([ ]) = ( ) ([ ]). Then by the deni-
tion of ( ) we have
=
Since ( [ ]) = ((  )[ ]) and we can easily show that ( ) =
it follows by the denition of [ ] that
[ ] =
Thus by the denition of ( ) we have [ ] = [ ].
(ii) Suppose ( [ ]) and ( ) ([ ]) = ( ) ([ ]). We begin by prov-
ing that for each term ( [ ]) ,
[ ] = (1)
by induction on the construction of terms as follows.
We have two cases to consider.
Suppose , for some . Then trivially by denition of and reexivity
we have
[ ] =
Suppose  . Then it follows by the denition of [ ] and ( ) that
[ ] =
We have three possible cases to consider.
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!
!
!
 
 
 
0
0
0
0
0
!
! !
0
 2 2
[ `
[ `
 2 2
 2 2
 2
2  
[ `
 2
2
[ `
    
j
[ `     
    
[ `
2
Case (1)
Case (2)
Case (3)
Subbasis.
Subinduction step.
Eqn
Eqn
Eqn
Eqn
Eqn
Eqn
tick
Eqn
Eqn tick
tick
Crt Crt
Crt
Eqn
Crt Crt
;
CV A CV A
CV A CV A CV A CV A
CV A
;
S
CV A
A
CV A
n n n
n n
n
CV A
n
CV A
CV A
CV A
R
n
CV A
n
CV A
CV A
CV A
n
CV A
n
CV A
CV A
CV A CV A
n
CV A
CV A
CV A
0 1 2 1 2
1 2
1
( )
2
( )
1
( )
2
( )
1
( )
2
( )
( )
0 1 1
0 1 2 1
( )
2
1
1
( )
2
2
( )
2
2
2
( )
1 1 1
( )
1 2
( )
1
2
( )
1
( )
2
( )

( )
1
2
( )
1
( )
2
( )
( )
1
( )
1
( )
2
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
Ring
ring ring ring
Conv
ring
Conv
Conv
Ring
ring ring
Conv
ring
Conv
time ring
Conv
time
time ring
Conv Bdy
ring
Conv
Conv
ring
Conv
time ring
Conv
Conv
ring ring
Conv
Conv
time ring
time ring time ring
t f t ; t f t ; t T A
E A f t ; t f t ; t ;
A CV A
E A f t ; t f t ; t :
t f t f t T A
t t t t T A t T A
t
t a a A CV A
a t T A
a t a t ;
A
E A a t a t :
t conv x ; ; x ; s x ; ; x T A
s T A
E A conv x ; ; x ; s t
x s t x s t :
A CV A A
E A x s t x s t
x s t x s t :
conv
A t A t
A t t :
E A t t :
F A t t
t; t T A
A t A t :
Suppose ( ), for some  and terms ( [ ]) .
Then by the induction hypothesis we can show
[ ] ( ) = ( ) (2)
and by the denition of [ ] and ( ) it follows that
[ ] ( ) = ( ) (3)
Thus by transitivity, (2) and (3) the result follows.
Suppose ( ), for some  and term ( [ ]) . Then
the proof is similar to the one in Case (1) above.
Suppose ( ), for terms ( [ ]) and ( [ ]) .
Then we use induction on the complexity of to prove the result.
Suppose , for some . Then by the denition of ( ), and
since we can show ( ) ((  )[ ]) we have
( ) = ( )
and thus by denition of [ ],
[ ] ( ) = ( )
Suppose ( . . . ), for terms . . . ( [ ])
and ( [ ]) . Then by equation 5.4.(10), the induction hypothesis and the
subinduction hypothesis
[ ] ( . . . )( ) =
( ( ( )) ) + + ( ( ) )
(4)
By the denition of [ ] and since we can easily show ( ) = we have
[ ] ( ( ( )) ) + + ( ( ) ) =
(( ( ( )) ) + + ( ( ) ))
(5)
The result then follows by transitivity, (4) and (5) above, and the denition of .
Now since by assumption ( ) ([ ]) = ( ) ([ ]) it follows by the denition of
( ) that = So using fact (1) above and transitivity we have
[ ] =
Thus by the denition of ( ) we have [ ] = [ ].
(iii) Finally, suppose ( [ ]) and
( ) ([ ]) = ( ) ([ ])
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0
0
0
0
0
( )
( )
1
( )
1
( )
1
1 1
CV A
CV A
CV A CV A
!
!
Conv
time
Conv
Conv
Acknowledgements.
6 Concluding Remarks.
Crt
Eqn
Eqn
parameter passing
A t t
t t t t ;
t T A
E A t t t t ;
!
E A t t :
F A t t
A
A
Then by denition of ( ) we have = and thus
( ) = ( )
for each ( [ ]) . So using fact (1) proved above in case (ii) we have
[ ] ( ) = ( )
and thus by the {evaluation rule
[ ] =
It follows by the denition of ( ) that [ ] = [ ].
In this paper we have developed a theory of parameterised higher{order equational specica-
tions. We took as our starting point a simple rst{order theory of parameterised specications
based on a free functor semantics (see for example Thatcher et al [1978], Ehrig et al [1984] and
Ehrig and Mahr [1985]) and attempted to extend this to the higher{order case. However, it turned
out that due to the nature of the higher{order initial model a number of key results for the free
functor semantics fail to hold in the higher{order case. In particular, since the the higher{order
initial model is only initial in the class of all minimal models of a specication the so called
{quotient term algebra construction is not necessarily a free construction. Thus it cannot be
extended to a free functor which can be taken as the semantics of a parameterised specication.
To overcome this problem we dened a concrete construction of a functor, based on the natural
{quotient term algebra construction, which we take to represent the intended semantics of a
parameterised higher{order equational specication. We saw that this approach preserved the
rst{order free functor semantics.
We demonstrated the theory we developed by considering a detailed case study of the speci-
cation of a second{order APDT for convolution in which the stream space is parameterised. This
case study was important because it demonstrated how parameterised specications can be used
to overcome the problem of requiring an uncountable specication to specify a full function space
(see Meinke and Steggles [1994, 1996]).
Much further work is needed to consolidate the theory of parameterised higher{order equa-
tional specications we have presented. For example a theory of (i.e. substi-
tuting suitable actual specications for formal parameter specications) needs to be developed
for the higher{order case (see for example Ehrig et al [1984] and Ehrig and Mahr [1985] for an
introduction to the rst{order theory). In future work we also plan to consider extending pa-
rameterised higher{order specications with requirement specications and constraints (see for
example Burstall and Goguen [1980] and Ehrig [1981]).
It is a pleasure to thank K. Meinke and B. Moller for their helpful comments and advice during
the preparation of this paper. We would also like to thank the Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council for their nancial support.
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